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Catalysis is the process of increasing the rate of a chemical
reaction by adding a compound-a catalyst that is the same at the
beginning and end of the reaction. Catalysts enable scientists to
carry out reactions that would otherwise be too slow to be
useful. These reactions include those required to convert small
organic or carbon-based molecules into more valuable products,
as well as those required to manufacture pharmaceuticals. As
used above, molecular catalysis refers to catalysis in which all
reaction components are dissolved in the same liquid phase.

Molecular catalysis is used extensively in a variety of industries
where precise control of chemical reactivity is critical. The size,
composition, and reactivity of molecular catalysts can all be
customised. The ease with which molecular catalysts may be
tuned, or their tunability, gives them an edge over other forms of
catalysts, allowing comparative studies to isolate the impact of
precise structural or electronic alterations on reactivity. Many
molecular catalysts are organometallic, meaning they contain a
metal bonded to organic molecules known as ligands that can be
swapped out or chemically modified to improve reaction rates.

Small-molecule systems are ideal models for developing
fundamental scientific understanding of catalytic processes
because many analytical techniques exist for studying them in
detail. Researchers can tweak these catalysts to produce a wider
range of compounds more effectively by understanding how they
work.

History
Catalytic activity in chemical transformations has been observed
and studied since ancient times, but the study of molecular

introduction of analytical chemical techniques such as mass
spectrometry and nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy
aided research on molecular catalysts in the early and mid-
twentieth centuries. The combination of increasingly
sophisticated ligands and extremely powerful analytical
techniques eventually yielded comprehensive molecular
knowledge. Researchers have been able to acquire a mechanistic

knowledge of various events thanks to these analytical methods,
with computational tools becoming increasingly vital for
collecting more information about complicated systems.

Importance
Molecular catalysis is a major component of the broader subject
of catalysis, and it refers to homogeneous solution-state catalysis
in which all components are in solution. Although molecular
catalysts can be made up of a variety of atoms, many of them
require a metal bound to one or more carbon-containing
molecules known as ligands. The metal in a molecular catalyst
acts as the active site, where the reactant binds before being
converted to the desired product.

Ligands are vital in influencing the overall properties of a
catalyst and can regulate the solubility, reactivity, and stability of
the entire complex. The development of novel ligands is an
important aspect of molecular catalysis research, as tiny changes
in ligand structure can have a big impact on catalyst’s efficiency. 

Many molecular catalysts play an important role in chemical
reactions and can be thoroughly investigated. This enables
scientists to gain a comprehensive understanding of chemical
reaction mechanisms. Chemical transformations frequently
involve a series of distinct and sometimes coupled reactions that
culminate in a change. A stepwise cycle of how the catalyst
facilitates a specific chemical transformation can be built up
using previously known reactions.

The synthesis of specialised compounds, particularly those with
complicated molecular structures, relies heavily on molecular
catalysis. Many pharmaceutically relevant compounds have a
large number of reactive groups and must be synthesised with
highly selective catalysts. Molecular catalysts can target specific
segments of a molecule or a single functional group type. The
targeting ability of molecular catalysts stems from their wide
tuning parameters, which have a higher specificity than other
catalyst classes.

The production of acetic acid, which is used to make polymers
in paint and adhesives and is the primary flavour component of
vinegar, is a good example of how molecular catalysis is used in
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catalysis  did  not begin to take shape until the 18th century. The

DESCRIPTION



industry. Methanol and carbon monoxide are combined in this
process to produce the desired acetic acid. The use of a
ruthenium or iridium-based catalyst in solution in commercial
production illustrates the importance of molecular catalysis in
the chemical industry.

In energy-related reactions, the reduction of dioxygen (O2) is
critical. In biology, the Oxygen Reduction Reaction (ORR) to

H2O is used as a thermodynamic sink, whereas in fuel cells, the
ORR to H2O is used as a proton-dependent half-reaction to the
oxidation of chemical fuels. Models for heterogeneous systems
based on catalytic ORR processes mediated by molecular
inorganic species continue to be popular.
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